“The life I now live in the flesh I live by
faith in the Son of God [Jesus],
who loved me and gave himself for me.”
G A L AT I A N S 2 : 2 0

Being gospel fluent inevitably shapes
how we live, which then affects how
we engage with the world around us.
The good news is good news again;
and where the beautiful reminder
of what God did for us in Christ can
break through the chaos and usher
us into the love of God; where the
gospel isn’t an appendix to a sermon
but the mountain on which all
preaching stands; and where we can
recognize that the gospel doesn’t
just save us but keeps us.
JACK I E H I LL P E R RY
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"It's easy to forget how good the good
news of the gospel is. This practical book
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circles but as a life-changing language in
"I've been wanting to have a resource from
Jeff on this topic for a very long time. It
is so, so, so needed. As I've worked with
different Christians from several churches
around the city of Chicago, I've witnessed
the lack of gospel understanding that has
permeated many 'solid' churches. I will
personally hand out copies of this book like
gospel tracts."
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foreign language helps us envision how
eating, even dreaming immersed in the
good news of Jesus and how that changes
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INTRO

A Note of Thanks
We are honored that you picked up this Saturate
resource. Our prayer is that God will use the
inadequate words in the following pages to help
that over the coming weeks the gospel will begin
situations, conversations, and relationships of your
everyday life.
The introduction will serve as a guide for you as
you begin this eight-week journey, especially if it's
a journey you're taking with others (which for many
reasons, both theological and practical, we hope it
is). As you jump in beyond that, we encourage you
to think creatively about some of the suggestions
we make and practices we encourage. If one doesn't
one way; instead, prayerfully consider and discuss
different ways to put principles into practice.
Enjoy the coming weeks of growing together, and
may the gospel be increasingly in your heart and
mind as you join many across the world in becoming
Jesus in your life, for his glory and your joy, forever.

JEFF VANDERSTELT
& BEN CONNELLY

Introduction
YOUR FIRST READING AND REFLECTION
“I’m an unbeliever. So are you,” Jeff Vanderstelt tells us in
his book, Gospel Fluency. “I struggle with unbelief on a daily basis,” he
continues. “I have a conversation with my wife, and when she points out
something I’ve yet to get better at, I hear the word failure in my head. I
try to lead a good conversation about the Bible at the dinner table with
my children, but instead of eager beavers on the edges of their seats,
I get slouched bodies and rolling eyes. Bad father. I teach on being a
good neighbor, one who knows the stories of the people who live on your
street, but since I moved into my current neighborhood, I know only the
story of failed attempts to meet people. Hypocrite. Unbelief.
“I slip in and out of believing God’s word about me and trusting in his
work for me. Jesus gave his life to make me a new creation. He died to
forgive me of my sins and change my identity from sinner to saint, from
failure to faithful, and from bad to good and even righteous and holy. But
I forget what he has said about me. I forget what he has done for me. And
sometimes it isn’t forgetfulness. Sometimes it’s just plain unbelief. I know
these things. I just don’t believe them.
“I am an unbeliever. Not every moment, of course. But I have those moments. So do you. I’m certain of it.”
You may have picked up this Gospel Fluency Handbook because you’ve
realized that there are areas of your life—your normal, everyday, busy
life—where you disbelieve God and his goodness and his gospel, and
you’re hoping to pursue a deeper belief. Maybe you’ve been keenly aware
of this disbelief for a long time, even weighted down by guilt and shame
over it, and are hoping for a way out. Maybe you’re new to the reality of
Jesus and his gospel—or at least that it actually matters to your everyday
life. Or maybe you’re simply looking into this “gospel” as someone who
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for picking up this resource, simply because you’re a human you’re an
unbeliever!

HOW TO USE THIS HANDBOOK
Gospel Fluency Handbook is to help you become

promises, and live according to that belief. The second goal, which we

people. To that end, we’ve crafted this resource as an interactive guide
to walk you step-by-step into immersing your mind, heart, soul, and life
in the gospel. It’s not a book; books are generally designed to give information, and to be read cover to cover, often in just a few days. While
the content here accompanies a book—Jeff Vanderstelt’s Gospel Fluency: Speaking the Truths of Jesus into the Everyday Stuff of Life (Crossway,
2017)—this Handbook can also be an independent resource1. Each week
of the Handbook follows a simple format: three sets of personal Readings
guide for Group Discussion and Exercises.
1.

: The majority of each week is comprised of
three Readings, which are excerpts from Gospel Fluency and related

respond to, and ways to help you practice the content of that Reading.

on what you’ve learned over that week.

1. Content from Gospel Fluency is summarized in each week’s Readings, and for participants who want to go deeper, each week indicates corresponding chapters in Gospel
Fluency, if you choose to read that.
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2. Group Discussion and Exercises: A theme throughout both Gospel
Fluency and this Handbook is our need for others. After completing
guide for how groups can discuss, help each other, and practice that
week’s concepts together. We recommend your group meets weekly,
and that each week includes a meal. Each week’s discussion and exercises will take at least an hour: plan well, to give yourself ample time to
walk through them well. One suggestion is to focus your time together
on the exercises, rather than trying to address everything given in each
week’s Group Discussion: pick a couple questions from those given
each week, and move through them quickly enough to give yourselves
plenty of time for that week’s Group Exercise.
3. Supplemental Videos: A video series has been created as supplemental and additional material for each week of the Handbook. Please go
to www.saturatetheworld.com/gf and click on "video series". Enter
this download code gfhv20 for 20% off the videos.

the reality of our busy lives: the Handbook works best if you try to dil-

time and money. We’ll strongly encourage you to set aside the time—on
eight weeks—and devote yourself to this process for this short season.
As an alternate, slower schedule, each of the Handbook’s “Weeks” can
1 and 2, then meet and walk through the related Group Discussion and
tion 3 and “Look Back” then meet and walk through the related Group
Discussion and Exercises. This schedule will take you longer, but if it helps
everyone participate fully, it may be worth it.
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STARTING POINT EXERCISES
sion Guide included in this introduction, we want to give you two exercises to complete, which would set you on the best possible footing as we
begin this journey together—especially if you’re taking that journey with a
community. Both revolve around the concept of “story,” and you'll come
back to both later in the Handbook.
1.

Share your own stories.
known those you’re walking with for awhile or whether you're a newly
formed group, is to know each other’s stories. Knowing each person
will set you up well, will add a level of comfort, and will give each other
a sense of “permission” to speak honestly with each other over the
coming weeks. There are many ways to tell your story, but at this point
in this Handbook, we’ll point you to two methods. Choose one and
walk through it, preparing to share your story at your First Meeting.
Method One: “Instagram Stories”:
represents a different part of your story. For each part of the
story, draw a still-frame picture that captures the essence of that
stage. Prepare to talk to your community through your story
stipulation is that you be honest—even let yourself be stretched
in vulnerability! It doesn’t matter how good your drawings are;
this is simply a way for you to tell your story and to share it with
others.
Method Two: “Pillars”:
of your life. Using the images on pages 8–9, write about the
event, the situations or people surrounding it, etc., and why/how
it shaped the other elements of your life. At this point, the only
stipulation is that you be honest—even let yourself be stretched
in vulnerability!
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2. Tell God’s story.
is reliant on knowing the “gospel story”—the themes of the Bible.
Before diving into week 1, we encourage you to carve out time and
space to walk through God’s story together. Two resources might
help with this, the “Story Formed Way” or “The True Story” (both
available at saturatetheworld.com/gf). Whether you use one of
the Bible, knowing God’s story will be invaluable for your group as
you work through the next eight weeks.
To share each others’ Instagram or Pillar stories and God’s story, we’ll
before you dive into
Week 1 together. A few helpful suggestions…

story of God.
You might plan to meet weekly for the same amount of time but
and the story of God.
You might (and this is our #1 suggestion) plan an overnight
retreat to get away, spend time together, and give yourselves
plenty of time and space—outside the context of everyday life—
for stories.
Handbook is to press
“pause.” It is admittedly illogical in some ways! And we’re well aware that
there’s never a convenient moment for giving more time to something
like this—especially an overnight retreat! But please see the willingness to
request this of you, from the very start, as a sign of the importance we see
in sharing your stories and sharing God’s story—and in doing so before
you dive into the Handbook. It truly is that important.
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NOTES
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THE GOAL OF THIS HANDBOOK
this resource for a brief season in your life, we close with the overarching
hope, which we pray extends far beyond these eight weeks. Here are the
Gospel Fluency: “I wrote this book
because I love unbelievers and I know God does too. He loves you and
wants to save you from your unbelief.
“I believe the only hope for all of us is the gospel of Jesus Christ and a
community that lives life together while proclaiming this gospel into each
disciples who can make disciples (see Matt. 28:18–20), and a disciple of
Jesus should know, believe, and be able to speak the gospel. He or she
also should be capable of leading others to know, believe, and speak the
gospel.

for you as you come to believe and apply the truths of the gospel to your

help in Jesus in every part of their lives.
“I am more certain than ever that apart from belief in the gospel, sinners
will suffer everlasting punishment and saints will fail to live lives that bring
glory and honor to Jesus Christ. So it is my hope that more sinners will be
saved from condemnation and more saints will be set free to overcome
sin, fear, and insecurity in their everyday existence. I hope that this book
moves you from unbelief to more belief in the gospel of Jesus Christ and
equips you to help others do the same.”
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to Complete Before Your
First Meeting
1.

2.
in your life—whether a language, skill, process, etc.—would you de-

3. Is your experience more that the gospel applies to all of life, or just
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4.
what I also received: that Christ died for our sins in accordance with
the Scriptures, that he was buried, that he was raised on the third day
in accordance with the Scriptures, and that he appeared to Cephas,
brothers at one time, most of whom are still alive, though some have
fallen asleep. Then he appeared to James, then to all the apostles.
Last of all, as to one untimely born, he appeared also to me. For I am
the least of the apostles, unworthy to be called an apostle, because
I persecuted the church of God. But by the grace of God I am what
I am, and his grace toward me was not in vain. On the contrary, I
worked harder than any of them, though it was not I, but the grace of
God that is with me. Whether then it was I or they, so we preach and

From this text and otherwise, what do you know of Paul’s life and
belief—or unbelief—that would cause him to write that he is “the
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How did the good news of the gospel change Paul’s unbelief into

In what ways does Paul’s example give you hope for your own
above!)

5. Slowly read back through the text from 1 Corinthians: As you do, make
it your prayer that God would help you remember—and believe and
rest in—this truth. Consider writing out your thoughts and prayers as

6.
What avenue(s) of pausing to share each others’ stories and God’s sto-
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YOUR FIRST MEETING

Group Discussion
your faith community. Boldly speak truth in love to, and humbly hear truth
in love from, each other. Encourage, exhort, commit to help, celebrate, and
even rebuke each other in these areas.
1.

2.

-

3.

The next questions are the most logistical in the entire Handbook; they’re
important as you begin this journey together, to make sure everyone is on
the same page. Consider each question through the lens of “discipleship
together”—how would you discuss each, if those around you were an
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4. Do we have a weekly time and place we can all commit to meet for a

We’ll meet on:

day

AM
PM

time

place

5. Will we all commit to fully giving ourselves to the weekly rhythm of prep
work and group meetings, and can we agree to be honest and open
(If there’s anything that makes it hard for anyone to say “yes,” work
through that as a community, humbly speaking truth in love to each
other.)

6. As a community, how can we best serve each other as we work through
-

7. One recommendation is sharing a meal together during each week’s
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8. Decide how we want to take care of children during our weekly family
meals. (For example, do we hire babysitters—if so do we all pitch in

9. How do we want to carry out the sharing of stories—God’s Story and
ed time and space together for this—whether all at once or over a few
weeks.)

*

NOTE

*

Enrich your learning and experience for this week by watching the companion
video at saturatetheworld.com/gf

PRAY
and have someone pray for your coming weeks’ journey together.
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WEEK 1

Gospel Fluency
-

Everyone is an
Unbeliever
WEEK 1, READING 1
Gospel Fluency.

I’m an unbeliever. So are you.
“Wait,” you’re thinking. “What are
you doing writing a book about the
gospel of Jesus Christ if you’re an

ple fall into two categories: you are
either a believer or an unbeliever;

you either believe in Jesus Christ
and what he has done for us or you
don’t. Now, after more than twenevery one of us is an unbeliever, including me—at least in some areas
of our lives.
Don’t misunderstand me. I do
believe there are some who are
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regenerate children of God and
others who are not yet. There are
those who have been given new life
through faith in Jesus. They have
become new creations and have
been given fresh starts because of
their faith in Jesus Christ and what
he has done for them. And I believe
there are others who are still dead
in their sins and not yet truly alive
in Christ.
When I say we are all unbelievers, I
mean we still have places in our lives
where we don’t believe God. There
are spaces where we don’t trust his
word and don’t believe that what
he accomplished in Jesus Christ
is enough to deal with our past or
what we are facing in this moment
or the next. We don’t believe his
We don’t believe. We are unbelievers . . .
It’s possible that even though you
are familiar with Jesus, you have
yet to believe in Jesus for yourself,
for your life. Or maybe you have
come to faith in Jesus, but it hasn’t
really changed what you do daily
or how you engage in the everyday
stuff of life.

The apostle Paul said to the believers in Jesus in Galatia, “The life I
the Son of God [Jesus], who loved
me and gave himself for me” (Gal.
2:20). They had started with faith in
Jesus, but they were putting their
faith and hope in something else to
make them right instead of Jesus.
Paul called them back to an awareness that the good news about Jesus—the gospel—is for all of life:
everything. A life of true living is a
life of faith in Jesus, a life of believing in Jesus in the everyday stuff
of life. God is intent on making everything about Jesus because it is
through him that all things came
into existence and it is in him that
they are sustained.
God also wants to rescue you from
unbelief and sanctify you to become like Jesus.
is
just a big word for becoming more
and more like Jesus through faith
in Jesus. You become like what
you believe in. So becoming like
Jesus requires believing in Jesus
more and more in every part of
from unbelief in Jesus to belief in
Jesus in the everyday stuff of life.
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ther am I. We’re still unbelievers
who need Jesus more—in more
ways and more places.
We all face daily struggles and battles, sometimes from enemies we
can’t even see. We hear lies and accusations. We struggle with temptations, and we are often deceived.
We hear words that were spoken
over us when we were younger,
echoing in our hearts in ways that
don’t breed life to our souls. We
look at our present situations and
wish they were better. And many of
us face uncertain futures that, without God, cause us to lead lives of
anxiety, worry, and fear.

We all need help because we can
come up with plenty of reasons not
to believe, not to hope, not to trust
in God’s word and work for us. We
need the gospel, and we need to
need to know how to believe and
speak the truths of the gospel—the
good news of God—in and into the
everyday stuff of life. In other words,
we need to know how to address
the struggles of life and the everyday activities we engage in with
what is true of Jesus: the truths of
what he accomplished through his
life, death, and resurrection, and, as
a result, what is true of us as we put
our faith in him. The gospel has the
power to affect everything in our
lives.
-

Matthew 28:18–20
John 1:12–13

Ephesians 1:22–23, 2:1–10
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Everyone is an
Unbeliever
WEEK 1, REFLECTION 1
To apply the concepts of this week’s “Reading #1” in your everyday life,
pray that God will open your eyes and guide you, then answer the following questions and complete the exercises.
1.

2. What does unbelief in God produce in the way we think, talk, and act
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3. As mentioned in your reading, “We all face daily struggles and battles,
sometimes from enemies we can’t even see. We hear lies and accusations. We struggle with temptations, and we are often deceived. We
hear words that were spoken over us when we were younger, echoing
in our hearts in ways that don’t breed life to our souls. We look at our
present situations and wish they were better. And many of us face
uncertain futures that, without God, cause us to lead lives of anxiety,
worry, and fear. We all need help because we can come up with plenty
of reasons not to believe, not to hope, not to trust in God’s word and
work for us.”
Over the course of this Handbook
tions and your group discussions and exercises will help you move
into deeper and deeper belief in God. The goal is to help you see all
of life through the lens of the gospel and to live according to that belief and grow in speaking the gospel to others. But as with anything,
you’ll only get out of it what you put into it.
Handbook
by asking you to be 100% honest with God and with yourself. What
struggles and battles, what lies and accusations, what temptations or
words from the past pull you away from trusting in God and believing

To help get the ball rolling, here are some examples that Jeff listed in
chapter 1 of Gospel Fluency:
•

“I have a conversation with my wife, and when she points out
something I’ve yet to get better at, I hear the word failure in my
head."

•

"I try to lead a good conversation about the Bible at the dinner
table with my children, but instead of eager beavers on the
edges of their seats, I get slouched bodies and rolling eyes. Bad
father."
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•

I teach on being a good neighbor, one who knows the stories of
the people who live on your street, but since I moved into my
current neighborhood a few months ago, I know only the story of
failed attempts to meet people. Hypocrite.”
-

4. As you look back at those lies and areas of unbelief, remember—and
pray that God will help you believe and rest in—this truth: “God wants
to rescue you from unbelief and sanctify you to become like Jesus.
is just a big word for becoming more and more like Jesus through faith in Jesus. You become like what you believe in. So
becoming like Jesus requires believing in Jesus more and more in evbelief in Jesus in the everyday stuff of life.”
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Give Them Jesus
WEEK 1, READING 2
Gospel Fluency.

The apostle Paul, in his letter to the
church in Ephesus, states: “And he
gave the apostles, the prophets,
the evangelists, the shepherds and
teachers, to equip the saints for the
work of ministry, for building up
the body of Christ, until we all attain to the unity of the faith and of
the knowledge of the Son of God,
to mature manhood, to the measure of the stature of the fullness
of Christ, so that we may no longer be children, tossed to and fro
by the waves and carried about by
every wind of doctrine, by human
cunning, by craftiness in deceitful schemes. Rather, speaking the
truth in love, we are to grow up in
every way into him who is the head,
into Christ
italics
added).

It is God’s intent that every person
who comes into a relationship with
him through Jesus Christ eventually grows up into maturity. And
maturity looks like Jesus. He is the
perfect human, providing an example of what we are meant to be. A
mature Christian is one who resembles Jesus Christ in thought, attitude, emotion, and behavior. And
by which we grow up into maturity
is by speaking the truth in love to
each other.
Many wrongly believe that speaking the truth in love is actually just
speaking hard words to each other
with loving hearts: “You have bad
breath, but since I love you, I’ve
got to speak the truth to you.” “We
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want you in our group, but you aren’t very kind to others, and as a
result, people don’t want to be
around you! I’m just speaking the
truth in love.” But that is not what
Paul is talking about here. Sure,
we do need to speak truthfully to
one another, and do it with love for
each other, but Paul has something
more in mind.
We need to read just a few verses
further to discover what Paul means.
speak to each other in verse 21.
He states, “The truth is in Jesus.”
“Speaking the truth in love,” for
Paul, is shorthand for “speaking
what is true about Jesus” to one
another—that is, speaking the gospel to one another. Paul knows that
if people are going to grow up into
Christ in every way, they need to
hear the truths of Jesus (the gospel)
and learn to speak them into everything.
Too often, when giving people answers to their questions or solutions
to their problems, we give them
something other than Jesus. If they
we give them the best budgeting
plans we know of. If they are working through relational discord, we

teach them communication techniques. If they are struggling with
doubt, we challenge them to just
believe, promising that all will get
better if they do. But we fail if we
don’t give them Jesus.
In some cases, we encourage them
to read their Bibles or pray, which,
of course, are wonderful things.
However, if we don’t teach them to
meet and know Jesus through their
Bible reading and prayer, we are
dangerously close to leading them
away from Jesus through very
good things. This is the heart of
idolatry—taking a good thing and
making it a “god thing.” We take
something God gave us to direct
us to him and love it or depend on
it more than him. As a result, we fail
to come to him through it.
I have met too many people who
love their Bibles yet have no genuine relationship with Jesus Christ.
They don’t really know him. They
don’t really love him. They don’t
worship him. Instead, they worship
their Bibles. They are not growing
up into maturity because they are
not growing up into Christ.
. . . If we fail to give each other
Jesus, we lead each other away
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from Jesus. We might grow in Bible knowledge, but not in love for
Jesus. We might become the most
religious pray-ers of all and yet be
talking to the wrong god. We could
hearts are completely out of order
because we are doing it all for the
wrong reasons. We might be great
olution, but if we are not reconciled
with God through Jesus Christ,

then our relationships will be shallow and temporary in nature.
Think of it this way—if we are to
help one another grow up into
Christ in every way, we need to
learn how to speak the truths of
Christ into everything—every aspect of life, every situation we face,
and every issue we address. This is

-

Ephesians 4:1-32
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Give Them Jesus
WEEK 1, REFLECTION 2
To apply the concepts of this week’s “Reading #2” in your everyday life,
pray that God will open your eyes and guide you, then answer the following questions and complete the exercises.
1.

2. Here’s the context of Paul’s exhortation to “speak the truth in love”:
“And [God] gave the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, the shepherds and teachers, to equip the saints for the work of ministry, for the
building up of the body of Christ, until we attain to the unity of the
faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to mature manhood, to
the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ, so that we may no
longer be children, tossed to and fro by the waves and carried about
by every wind of doctrine, by human cunning, by craftiness in deceitful schemes. Rather, speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in
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and childhood, as you answer the following questions:
The goal of v.11’s various gifts and perspectives is to help other
does Paul use to describe the maturity for which the body (God’s

Consider each of the “childish” ways Paul lists that people try

•

“Tossed to and fro by the waves”: what are some of life’s
waves that can capsize your belief and hinder your growth in

•

"Every wind of doctrine”: how does mere mental ascent to
biblical truths—without a stirred affection for the God those

•

“Human cunning”: how can trust in yourself, your abilities,
and your objective view of life, faith, and God, all let you

•

“Craftiness in deceitful schemes”: What are some ways
that you’ve been taught or encouraged to grow in Christ—
maybe even by well-meaning Christian leaders—other than a
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Considering Paul’s comment that as we receive “truth in love,
we are to grow up in every way . . . into Christ” (italics added),
what are some areas of life and faith that God has gifted you with

God’s “truth in love” might be most helpful at this point in your
personal life and growth in Christ.

3. In chapter 2 of Gospel Fluency, Jeff modeled “speaking truth in love”
man who will never let you down. Every other man will fail you, but he
never will. God wants you to stop looking to your ex-husband, or any
other man for that matter, to be for you what only Jesus can be for you.
He wants Jesus to be at the center of your heart, your affections, and
your hope. Jesus wants you to know that he loves you very much and
wants to be your ultimate protector and provider…

cross for your sins. While you were an enemy of God, God loved you
enough to die for you so that you can be forgiven. You can be certain
that he will provide for you. If he didn’t hold back his only Son, you can
be certain he will give you every other good gift that you need as well.
for sin—your sin and the sin of others—so that you not only might be
forgiven yourself, but also be able to forgive others and be healed of
the wounds you’ve received through the sins done against you. God
wants you to come to him through faith in Jesus for forgiveness and
healing.
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most important is that you meet Jesus, come to know his love for you,
and be healed by him yourself. What is most important is that Jesus
becomes the center of your life instead of your ex-husband or anything else. God alone can forgive and provide what you really need,
and love you forever through what Jesus has done for you.’”
-

don’t fully know; you may ask a friend, or you may spend some time
in the Bible or in prayer, asking God to show you truths of the gospel.
For areas of gospel truth you do know, write a few words like those
you wrote down:

4. As you look back at the truths you applied to those areas of unbelief,
remember—and pray that God will help you believe and rest in—this
truth: “Jesus is the true and better human, and everything in life is
better if Jesus is brought into it. He has done everything better. He can
make everything better. And the truths about who he is and what he
has done, when applied to our lives, are always a better answer than
anything else. There is good news and great help for absolutely everything in life in the person and work of Jesus Christ.” Consider writing
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Fluency
WEEK 1, READING 3
Gospel Fluency.

I have found that most Christians
don’t really know why we need the
gospel, what it is, why it is good
news, and what it actually does—at
least not enough to apply it to the
everyday stuff of life. It’s not that
they can’t know it well, but most
aren’t being equipped to become
ers have become gospel-snippet
people, who speak gospel catchphrases. They’re speaking gospelish, but not the actual gospel in a
way people can hear and believe.
They say: “Well, we preached the
gospel, but they rejected it. People just have hard hearts and deaf
ears” . . .
I’m not sure that we should just
write ourselves an excuse when we

preach what we believe is “good
news.” It may not be good news to
our hearers if we don’t take time to
listen, understand, and then speak
the gospel to the real brokenness
and longing of their souls in a way
that they can hear—a way that
sounds like the good news of Jesus for them and their present situations. We must do better at this.

when you move from merely translating an unfamiliar language into
a familiar one to interpreting all of
life through that new language. It
happens when you can think, feel,
and speak in a language. In a sense,
ter through which you perceive the
world and help others perceive
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your world and theirs.
I spent the second semester of my
junior year in college studying in
ment. Prior to leaving Michigan,
I took a crash course in Spanish,
learning some basic grammar and
common phrases. [Once in Spain]
I lived in a home where my host
mom knew no English. Some of
my professors spoke only Spanish,
and the majority of the people in
the town where I lived were unable
month, I went to bed exhausted
every night. Communication was
tiresome. I had to listen very closely to people as they spoke Spanish
word and phrase, translate into English, think about what I wanted to
say in English, translate that back
into Spanish in my head, and then
speak it while trying to remember how to maneuver my mouth
to say every word correctly. It was
exhausting! So, during this time, I
learned to listen a lot and talk very
little, because talking was just too
tiring.
After a few months of being immersed in constant Spanish for
every moment—hearing it every-

where I went, reading it on every
sign, listening to radio and television broadcasts in Spanish, and
speaking it most of the day—I
woke up one morning realizing I
had been dreaming in Spanish.
Something had changed. It became more normative for me to
see something and describe it in
my head with Spanish words and
ideas . . . Gradually, I stopped
translating every word and phrase
because I started thinking in Span-

I believe this is what God wants
his people to experience with
the gospel. He wants them to be
able to translate the world around
them and the world inside of them
through the lens of the gospel—
the truths of God revealed in the
person and work of Jesus. Gosperceive everything in light of what
has been accomplished in the person and work of Jesus Christ.
They see the world differently.
They think differently. They feel dif-

are experiencing ongoing transformation themselves. They are experiencing ongoing change as the
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truths of the gospel are brought
to bear on their thoughts, beliefs,
emotions, and actions, transforming them into greater Christlikeness every day. They are growing
up into Christ in every way because
they are learning to hear and speak
the truths of Jesus Christ into everything.
You do need to receive some formal
training in the basics of the gospel,
just as learning a language requires
knowing the basics of grammar,
vocabulary,
and
sentence
structure . . . However, formal train-

sion in a gospel-speaking community and through ongoing practice.
You have to know it, regularly hear
it, and practice proclaiming it.
sion into a community of people
who speak the language constantsion into a community of people
so saturated with the gospel of
Jesus Christ that they just can’t
stop speaking the truths of Jesus
wherever they go and in whatever

-

1 Corinthians 1:18, 2:14
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Fluency
WEEK 1, REFLECTION 3
To apply the concepts of this week’s “Reading #3” in your everyday life,
pray that God will open your eyes and guide you, then answer the following questions and complete the exercises.
1.

Considering all the content you’ve read this week, how would you

2. Considering “Reading #3,” what are some examples of “gospelish”
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3. In today’s reading, Jeff writes, “[God] wants [his people] to be able to
translate the world around them and the world inside of them through
the lens of the gospel—the truths of God revealed in the person and
thing in light of what has been accomplished in the person and work
of Jesus Christ.
“They see the world differently. They think differently. They feel differently.

of the gospel to bear on this life or situation so this person might ex-

The Apostle Paul encourages followers of Jesus to “walk in wisdom
toward outsiders [those who aren’t followers of Jesus], making the
best use of the time. Let your speech always be gracious, seasoned
with salt, so that you may know how you ought to answer each perlevels:

those who aren’t followers of Jesus. List the names of people
in your life who don’t follow Jesus, who you’d consider close
friends.
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What are some of the qualities of actual salt that Paul applies
helpful to answer in light of the posture Peter calls Christians to

“Answer[ing] each person” connotes personalization. It means
there is no single right way to speak the truth of the gospel,
whether to yourself, to other Christians, or to those who don’t
follow Jesus. Consider your own experience:
•

Among the countless beautiful truths seen in the gospel,
which was/were most impactful in the way that God made

lives, but at one point for each of us, God helped us see that
the gospel is for every aspect of this life, too. For Jeff it was
and healing, after being deeply hurt and angry at all those
and proof that Jesus was ultimately satisfying, while he was
pursuing satisfaction in many other things that let him down.)
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•

List some of the truths of the gospel you think might be
most impacting a) to a few close friends in your Christian
community and b) to the friends you listed above, who don’t
yet believe in Jesus.

4.
lens of the gospel, remember—and pray that God will help you bemove from merely translating an unfamiliar language into a familiar
one to interpreting all of life through that new language. It happens
when you can think, feel, and speak in a language. In a sense, the new
help others perceive your world and theirs.” Consider writing out your
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Look Back
meets this week, take a few moments to look over your readings and
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WEEK 1 MEETING: GOSPEL FLUENCY

Group Discussion
at least one or two of the following questions with a close community of
friends. As you discuss, remember your commitment to be honest, and to
help each other “grow up in Christ” by “speaking truth in love” with each
other.
1.

What concepts were new, or especially stood out, from this week’s

2.

-

A key concept from Reading #3 (and chapter 3 of Gospel Fluency) is this:

a community of people so saturated with the gospel of Jesus Christ that
they just can’t stop speaking the truths of Jesus wherever they go and in

3.
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4. In what ways don’t we, and why (what barriers, temptations, and lies

5. Are there any commitments we can make together in light of this, as

6. Apply the gospel, even to this conversation: in what ways do we need
the truth and power of God the Father (seen most clearly in the life,
death, and resurrection of God the Son, and empowered in us by God
the Spirit) to help make us a community that overcomes barriers, talks
about Jesus, speaks truth in love to each other, and grows together in
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WEEK 1 MEETING: GOSPEL FLUENCY

Group Exercise
the following activity as a group. If your group is larger than about six
people, you may want to divide into groups of three or four, to make sure
everyone gets a chance to participate. Alternatively, one or two people
could plan to share their story each week as you walk through the rest of
this book. Be real, honest, prayerful, and loving, as you make these truths
personal together.
First, have each person…

time to explain the situation, tell the story, and list struggles and battles; lies and accusations; temptations or words from the past, that pull
you away from belief in God and his gospel.

the gospel provides answers or truth, ask for help.
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After each person shares, have others in the group…
tifying him/her by bringing his truth to the situation he/she explained.
Considering how you shared stories (see “Introduction”), mention
drawing each person into deeper belief, relationship, and rest in him
through the gospel.

Ask questions and speak truth in love to each other. What did you
did you pick up on that might encourage or exhort the person who

*

NOTE

*

Enrich your learning and experience for this week by watching the companion
video at saturatetheworld.com/gf

PRAY
person: that God would help you each believe more and more in him and in
his gospel work; that he will help apply that truth to your everyday thoughts,
words, and actions; and that he will grow you into existing as a community
that models and speaks the gospel to each other and to others.
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